
crowdsourcing crisis information



mobile.crisis.reporting.





FrontlineSMS +Ushahidi
SMS => Cloud



(c)Yasuyoshi Chiba



Protesters gathered in groups and 
attempted to walk into the town centre; 
police fired live shots and tear gas canisters 
to disperse them.  Three protesters were 
seriously injured and one shot dead.

Police battled youths who set fire to 
roadblocks; the police shot indiscriminately, 
“targeting anyone on sight”; one man was 
shot in the stomach as he stood in front of 
his house.

A 13-year old boy was laid to rest next to his uncle
´s house; the burial was attended by hundreds of 
residents who wailed and lit up bonfires.
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Our Goals
•Create a way for everyday 

Kenyans to report incidents of 
violence that they saw using the 
tools they had (mobile phones)

•Create an archive of news and 
reports around those same events

•Show where the majority of the 
violence was happening













if it works in

africa
it will work

anywhere



the 
default
device



Lessons
•Mapping accuracy and value of 

geo-location

•Verification is difficult, but can be 
achieved with local people 
involvement + NGO’s 

•Create a feedback loop - SMS & 
RSS alerts to mobiles and emails

•Offline, online and mobile strategy



What
are we

trying to 
achieve?



Ensuring that others 
don’t have to start 
from scratch, like we 
did.
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Free

Platform
Open Source

For Collaboration



Way Forward...
•Growing the community that 

supports Ushahidi

•> Tech features & Dev. - 
Smartphones (Android, Iphone S60) 
J2ME

•Geo-RSS

•Instedd’s SMS Geo-Chat, Rapid 
SMS & Java Rosa

•Freedom Fone integration - Audio 
=>SMS



Thank You
email: henry@ushahidi.com

web: www.ushahidi.com
twitter: @eyedol @ushahidi

mailto:henry@ushahidi.com
http://www.ushahidi.com/
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